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GuacamoleID
Standalone vs.
Connected
A BRIEF OVERVIEW



Connected application
This application also runs on the local device but has the
capabil ity to interact with the GuacamoleID platform on your
server to offer additional functionalit ies such as central
configuration management, central auditing, and face
registration sharing.

SERVER

Standalone application
This application works entirely on the local device and only
uti l izes our server for l icense activation. The only network
connection is when it connects to the server to verify and
authorize the l icense required for using GuacamoleID. This
version is suitable for dedicated laptops/workstations.
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For GuacamoleID, we have two types of desktop applications

Some key features of the Connected application

1.  Device management by groups
This functionality enables us to organize devices into groups in order
to simplify the management of their configuration and share
biometric registrations (see the next feature). 

2. Biometric data synchronization
In the case of biometric data, all  devices belonging to the same group
share this data among themselves. This allows individuals whose
facial data is registered in the GuacamoleID platform to be
recognized on any device within their group without the need to
register on each device separately. 

3. Client configuration management
All configuration options in the Connected Client are controlled and
managed through your server. This means that you can define which
options are available for each group of devices, allowing you to l imit
specific options or establish a single option available for a specific
group. This provides flexibil ity and control in the application's
configuration.

4. Add-on: Usage metrics generation
The Connected Application sends anonymized logs to the server,
allowing you to gather data on the application's usage and present
them as a dashboard. These metrics are valuable for obtaining
insights into how the application is used and provide useful
information for making informed decisions about improvements and
updates.



For further information and questions, please contact
hello@hummingbirds.ai or your sales point of contact.

Every Computer Has Chips,
It's Time For Guacamole!
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